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then represent the attractions by two electrical points E, E' situated at J5, (7; in our case JSJ'= -Eajf is negative. We shall put ajf=n for brevity, and we notice that n <1. See figure on page 206.
The equations of the curves have been found in Art. 323. If (r, 0), (r', &'} are the polar coordinates of a point P referred to B and C as origins, BOA. being the axis of reference, the lines of force and the level curves are given by
It is clear that the lines of force emanating from one electrical point must either pass to the other or proceed to an infinite distance, (Art. 114).
When a line of force proceeds from B to an infinite distance we equate ' the values of K at B and at infinity. Since the radius vector at the origin B coincides with the tangent and the angle & is there equal to TT we have
E cos 00 - E' = (E + E') cos /?,
where 00 and /3 are the angles the tangent at B and the asymptote make with the axis of reference BCA. Since cos/3 must lie between ±1, we see that cos#0 must lie between - 1 and 1 - 2?i.
When a line of force proceeds from G to an infinite distance we have
hence cos 00' must lie between 1 and (2 - n)jn. Since the latter fraction is greater than unity, no line of force can pass from C to an infinite distance, except that which coincides with the straight line BCA *.
When a line of force proceeds from B to C we have E cos 61 - Ef=E+Ef cos 0/,
where 619 0/ are the angles the tangents at J3, C make with BCA. As cos0x decreases from unity to 1 - n, the sign of cos 0/ is negative and the lines of force arrive at C on the side nearest B. When cos&1 = l — n the line of force at C is perpendicular to BCA. When cos 6L lies between 1 — n and 1 - 2n the sign of cos 0^ is positive and the lines of force enter G on the side furthest from B. When cosfl^l —2w the line of force goes to an infinite distance.
To trace the level surfaces we proceed as in Art. 134. The level surface which passes through the point of equilibrium X governs the whole figure. This point lies in BG produced so that CX.=BX^/n. There is a conical point at X, the tangents making an angle itan"1^ with BCA produced (Art. 121, Ex. 2). This                               »[
surface when complete consists of two sheets ; one of these passes between B and C                             \ *
because its potential is less than  the infinite  positive potential near B and                             tl\
algebraically greater than the infinite negative potential near C.    The  other                              t i
sheet cuts ACB beyond B because its potential is less than that near B and                              t>!
greater than that at an infinite distance.    The two sheets therefore turn from X                              j i
towards B and C7, one enveloping C only and the other both B and C.    This level                              j
surface is represented by the thick line in the left-hand figure.    Its potential is                              I
iXl-V'W where BC=l
The other level surfaces fill up the enclosed spaces and surround the two sheets. A few of these are represented by the dotted lines. The level surfaces within the smaller sheet and those outside both are at potentials less than that at X, while                            i
* Since the sphere of zero potential surrounds C (but not B), it is clear that no
line of force (except CA produced) could proceed from a point on that sphere to a                            |
point at an infinite distance at which the potential is also zero (Art. 114). It is also clear that there can be no points of equilibrium except on the axis BCA.

